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TENAGA-C57
Tenaga Nasional Bhd (TENAGA) announced that its 2QFY19 net profit fell 9.7% y-o-y to RM1.12bil from
RM1.24bil a year ago, due to regulatory adjustments which are now accounted for every month starting from
this financial year and the MFRS 16 Leases. The quarterly revenue rose about 3% y-o-y to RM12.88bil driven
mainly by the increase in sales of electricity. TENAGA closed up 16 sen to RM13.96 last Friday. TENAGA-C57
stands out as having a more attractive implied volatility among structured warrants on TENAGA.

SUPERMX-C66
Supermax Corporation Bhd (SUPERMX) closed down 4 sen to RM1.49 last Friday despite announcing its
4QFY19 net profit jumped 58.9% y-o-y to RM15.06mil. The increase in earnings was driven mainly by higher
sales in natural rubber and nitrile rubber gloves. SUPERMX said the improved sales revenue was owing to the
commissioning of the new replacement lines within the group and a stronger US-MYR exchange rate. Based
on the table below, SUPERMX-C66 has a more attractive implied volatility compared to other structured
warrants on SUPERMX.

AIRPORT-C9
Malaysia Airports Holdings Bhd (AIRPORT)’s 2QFY19 net profit jumped 86% y-o-y to RM160.08mil from
RM86.12mil in 2QFY18, on the back of higher revenue. On the other hand, the Malaysian government said it
had decided to reduce the passenger service charges (PSC) for international travellers flying beyond ASEAN
from KLIA2 and other airports besides the KLIA to RM50 from RM73 effective October 2019. AIRPORT closed
down 32 sen to RM8.23 last Friday. AIRPORT-C4 has the lowest implied volatility among structured warrants
on AIRPORT, followed by AIRPORT-C9. However, AIRPORT-C4 has only 27 days to expiry whereas
AIRPORT-C9 has 240 days to expiry.

Source: CIMB Research, Bloomberg, The Edge Markets, The Malaysian Reserve, The Star, The Sun Daily &
The New Straits Times
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